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Abstract    

Aims of this work is present the first results of the research carried out in the framework of 

SISMI project within The Center of Excellence of the Technological District for cultural heritage in 

the Lazio region (https://dtclazio.it). In particular, the paper will present the first results of the task 

1.5 “Italian and international best practices and placemaking” (with the author’s co-responsibility), 

within the WP1 “Study and analysis of the historical-cultural, urban and socio-economic context”. 

The case studies object of the research concern those interested by the Lazio 2016 earthquake. The 

general approach of the task 1.5 is devoted to identify methods for reconstruction, which take in 

account social inclusion, participation, safety, place identity and sustainability. 
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Sustainable, inclusive and safe cities 

In post-seismic reconstruction, interventions carried out with little or no consideration for 

reconstructing the identity of a place have led in many cases to far greater damage than that caused 

by the earthquake itself: towns which have been duplicated, whole quarters eliminated, historical 

centres and buildings destroyed or made unrecognisable, sites intended for emergency use which 

have become permanent. As Pantelic affirms "Urban ambiance, historical heritage and traditional 

architectural values are frequently victims of earthquake destruction, but very often reconstruction 

programs sacrifice these values, thus intentionally or unintentionally disrupting the social fabric of 

the community". "Refusing to accept development simply as economic growth, Weitz (1986) states 

that a "major reason for the recurrent failures of past development efforts is the neglect to involve 

values systems in development planning and implementation. The analysis of recovery programs 



after earthquakes and other disasters too link the many reconstruction programs to the lack of 

respect for the social and cultural values of the affected community. Two most significant objectives 

of reconstruction in this domain can be defined as strengthening the local community through 

active employment of its resources and incorporating the cultural values of the community into the 

reconstruction process". Indeed, an earthquake will never reverse a trend in course; it can merely 

accentuate current tendencies, whether of development or crisis. Economic growth will be 

furthered, while an economic crisis will deepen. The damage linked with the loss of identity is more 

evident where the catastrophes, and the problems existing prior to the event, were greater 

(Zelinka, Brennan, 2001). 

There are three main factors in safeguarding the cultural and identity resources of a place 

subject to natural disasters: to establish a culture of risk in the population in relation to the 

historical identity of places; to provide for a conservation plan before a disaster; to adopt a 

multidisciplinary approach to damage and assessment. 

In this respect the Guiding Principles for Cultural Heritage Conservation issued by the World 

Bank (2010) identified some key issues: "Cultural heritage conservation helps a community not only 

protect economically valuable physical assets, but also preserve its practices, history, and 

environment, and a sense of continuity and identity; Cultural property may be more at risk from 

the secondary effects of a disaster than from the disaster itself, therefore quick action will be 

needed; Built vernacular heritage offers a record of a society’s continuous adaptation to social and 

environmental challenges, including extreme events, such as past disasters. This record can often 

be drawn on to design mitigation strategies for new construction or retrofitting; Communities 

should prioritize which cultural assets to preserve, considering both cultural meaning and livelihood 

implications, although reaching a consensus may be difficult; Cultural heritage conservation plans 

are best designed before a disaster, but, in their absence, heritage authorities can and should 

collaborate to develop effective post-disaster heritage conservation strategies". 

What is necessary in order to achieve a reconstruction attentive to all factors is an 

integrated norm which includes questions related to technical, economic and planning - and hence 

also cultural - aspects. Furthermore, clearly an earthquake will never reverse a trend in course; it 

can merely accentuate current tendencies, whether of development or crisis. Economic growth will 

be furthered, while an economic crisis will deepen. The damage linked to the loss of identity is more 

evident where the catastrophes, and the problems existing prior to the event, were greater. Thus 



recognising the value of the place identity serves as a reference point in the reconstruction process 

both in terms of the wishes of the collectivity and in safeguarding the urban image (Cullen, 1976). 

In line with this idea, as mentioned by Goal 11: Make cities and human settlements 

inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable (2015, 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development - 17 

Sustainable Development Goals) it is important “substantially increase the number of cities and 

human settlements adopting and implementing integrated policies and plans towards inclusion, 

resource efficiency, mitigation and adaptation to climate change, resilience to disasters, and 

develop and implement, in line with the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030, 

holistic disaster risk management at all levels”. 

Starting from this premises, aims of this work is present the first results of the research 

carried out in the framework of SISMI project within The Center of Excellence of the Technological 

District for cultural heritage in the Lazio region (https://dtclazio.it). In particular, the paper will 

present the first results of the task 1.5 “Italian and international best practices and placemaking” 

(with the author’s co-responsibility), within the WP1 “Study and analysis of the historical-cultural, 

urban and socio-economic context”. The case studies object of the whole research concern those 

interested by the Lazio 2016 earthquake. In particular, the paper will show the first results of the 

Leonessa case (Province of Rieti, Lazio region). The general approach of the task 1.5 is devoted to 

identify methods for reconstruction which take in account social inclusion, participation, safety, 

place identity and sustainability. The method of analysis and design that is used is the original 

PlaceMaker method (Sepe, 2013). This is a method of urban analysis and design which both detects 

elements that do not feature in traditional mapping and which constitute the contemporary 

identity of the places, and identifies appropriate project interventions. PlaceMaker comprises eight 

phases – five of analysis and three of design –  and a Phase 0 that consists in constructing the grid 

required for the operations which are to be implemented later. This method assembles, elaborates 

and reconstructs the data deriving from surveys based on physical reconnaissance, sensory 

perceptions, graphical elaboration, photographic and video records, and sets this data against that 

provided by an overview of expectations, an analysis based on traditional cartography and two 

questionnaires administered to local inhabitants. The main products are two final complex maps, 

one first of analysis and one of design, which represent the place identity and sustainable project 

intervention. The method has a holistic approach. The idea is that a reconstruction of a place has 

to follow the same characteristic of a construction because a public space should in any case 

consider the preservation of place identity as a priority. A synthesis of the first results of the 



Leonessa (Rieti, Lazio Region) case study will be presented, after a description of emblematic Italian 

post-seismic reconstructions, carried out by the author in the frameowork of Amra Center of 

competence (Mazzoleni, Sepe, 2005), 

 

Reconstructing after a catastrophe 

The post-seismic reconstructions involve many factors from the economic to the social, 

from the urban to the identity and both the times of duration and results are always different 

because of the specific territorial laws and peculiar characteristics of the places. In order to show 

some of these differences, brief examples of four emblematic post-seismic reconstructions in Italy 

will be illustrated in synthesis. The study on these areas was carried out in the framework of a wider 

research project concerning the Amra Regional Center of Competence (Mazzoleni, Sepe, 2004). 

The earthquakes selected as benchmark episodes were: Belice, 1968; Friuli, 1976; Irpinia, 

1980; Umbria, 1997. These episodes were selected on the basis of: period of the event and typology 

of damage and because all four appeared emblematic of post-earthquake reconstruction in Italy. 

A concise record of each event was drawn up using data on the earthquake and the 

subsequent reconstruction. Taken individually the details register the entity of the event, while 

both their comparison and the degree of difficulty we found in obtaining the data lead to 

considerations concerning our objective. The data for the earthquakes served to identify: where, 

when, magnitude, duration, area affected, towns damaged, population affected, number of 

homeless; also the localisation of the earthquake with the area affected and the epicentre. The 

information on the reconstruction involved: period, cost, legislation for the reconstruction, with 

the year of start and finish, the cost of the reconstruction, the main laws used; in addition significant 

images of the reconstruction, notably of before and after; also data concerning the evaluation and 

monitoring of the reconstruction, meaning the results achieved, the existence of an observatory 

with indications about who set it up and its brief, and the consensus of opinion about the 

reconstruction in question. 

The Belice earthquake devastated the urban and landscape identity, with whole cities being 

duplicated and rebuilt elsewhere. In Gibellina, for example, the buildings that collapsed were simply 

buried under tons of cement. At Santa Margherita many of the churches damaged by the 

earthquake were demolished to make way for motorway spurs, roads and new buildings.  

The reconstruction in Friuli was able to some extent to learn from the mistakes made in 

Belice, and is the only example of work seen through to its conclusion. The criterion adopted was 



“where it stood, as it stood”, so that the historical centres were rebuilt on the original sites, paying 

particular attention to conserving the historical and cultural identity. In this case the territory was 

already in a phase of development and the post-earthquake reconstruction in fact represented not 

a handicap but, on the contrary, an incentive and a significant boost for economic growth. 

In Irpinia the earthquake produced extensive damage, eliminating almost entirely the “crib-

style” villages (in italian: “paesi-presepe”) perched picturesquely on rocky outcrops, typical of this 

region. They were replaced by other urban typologies and new landscape morphologies, which 

more often than not the local population still finds alien. The consensus of opinion is that although 

the reconstruction has favoured the building of infrastructures needed to link the various localities 

in Irpinia, it was nonetheless a missed opportunity for the area’s development. There is a 

widespread feeling of alienation and rejection on the part of the population vis à vis the new 

constructions, and the whole experience has left quite severe psychological scars.  

In Umbria the earthquake caused fewer casualties and homeless than elsewhere. The 

ensuing problems were above all in terms of economic growth. The most significant damage 

concerned the historical and architectonic patrimony, one of the region’s prime sources of 

prosperity in view of the importance of tourism. Thus questions related to loss of identity were 

assimilated above all to the problem of recuperating traditional images in the form that had been 

more or less artificially formulated and commercialised for the tourist trade. 

Some regions such as Irpinia and Umbria set up observatories to monitor the achievements 

of reconstruction. The documentation accumulated by these institutions is very useful for the 

conservation of a historical memory and the possibility of evaluating the events and processes of 

the reconstruction.  

The goals of the observatory in Irpinia were set out as follows: “to provide for permanent 

mechanisms for the conservation of the memory of places and the event; to comprehend and 

document the transformations induced by means of scientific research and on site investigations”. 

In Umbria, the observatory was set up to: “monitor the reconstruction process, elaborate and 

diffuse data and information on the state of advancement; coordinate the various sources of 

funding and oversee expenditure and the financial requirements; monitor the more general socio-

economic effects produced by the reconstruction”. 

The difference in the aims of the two observatories points to the different experiences of 

earthquake and reconstruction in the two regions. 



The Regional Administration of Friuli was the first to adopt a law on protection of the 

territory (which pre-dated national legislation). To safeguard its architectonic patrimony in view of 

earthquake risk it set up a Centre of Documentation on Earthquake and Cultural Assets. This Centre 

drew on the documentation and systematic analysis of the various phases of the earthquake event. 

For us it was very significant that in Friuli the National Disasters Centre was set up and the new 

discipline of sociology of disasters came into being. 

In the light of these experiences, the “reconstruction” in Belice appears all the more 

distressing. Certainly the historical and political climate of 1968 ruled out an adequate preparation 

in the face of such an event, and there were no previous experiences to learn from. Nonetheless, 

the lack of systematic documentation and the impossibility, nearly 40 years on, of obtaining 

complete and unequivocal information make it particularly difficult to quantify, qualify and above 

all monitor on the basis of precise data the reconstruction as it happened there. 

 

The methodology and Leonessa case study 

The case study of Leonessa was carried out in the framework of SISMI research project 

within The Center of Excellence of the Technological District for cultural heritage in the Lazio region 

(https://dtclazio.it). Specific objectives of the projetc “Technologies for the improvement of 

security and the reconstruction of historical centers in the seismic area (Italian acronym: SISMI)” 

include the following: 

a. to provide methods and tools for assessing the degree of vulnerability of both historical 

centers and their contexts (vulnerability related to cultural heritage, urban tissue, territorial 

relations and settled communities)  

b. to provide methods and tools for assessing the degree of local seismic hazard which is 

preparatory to quantifying the risk conditions on the scale of the urban system, of the single 

building, of the objects and of the contents of the buildings (museum assets)  

c .to  allow an assessment of the current and specific possibilities for the seismic protection 

of buildings or objects of art, seismic improvement and seismic reconstruction of urban contexts 

(technical, economic and temporal possibilities) feasible through simulations in terms of costs and 

times for typical cases)  

d. to  disseminate methods and results of seismic verification tests on technologies and 

materials for reconstruction and recovery  

https://dtclazio.it/


f. to provide guidance on how innovative, low-cost, easily implementable structural 

monitoring systems can also be used by end users (on a large scale). 

In particular, the paper will present the first results of the task 1.5 “Italian and international 

best practices and placemaking” (with the author’s co-responsibility), within the WP1 “Study and 

analysis of the historical-cultural, urban and socio-economic context”. 

The expected results include: the identification of public spaces for the reconstruction of 

the socialization of the population involved in the seismic event; itineraries for the promotion of 

the territory; identification of principles for sustainable reconstruction. The main subjects to whom 

this type of investigation is addressed include: the inhabitants, the administrators, the 

professionals, the visitors, the local businesses. 

The method which has been used to analyse the places is PlaceMaker method. This 

comprises eight phases – five of analysis and three of design –  and a Phase 0 that consists in 

constructing the grid required for the operations which are to be implemented later.  

The first phase of PlaceMaker is devoted to anticipatory analysis aimed at a primary 

investigation of places; after the preliminary choice of the city and of the part(s) to be analyzed, the 

ideas about that particular area can be described using any type of instrument or tool of expression, 

using the information known prior to the first inspection. These notes can be represented in 

different ways and the result of this phase will be a map of the emerging ideas.  

The second phase is that of the five surveys. The first, the denominative one, consists in 

collecting data regarding constructed elements (presence of monuments, buildings, etc.), natural 

elements (presence of urban green areas, trees, animals etc.), transportation mode (presence or 

transit of cars, buses etc.), people (presence of tourists, residents, etc.). 

The localization of all these elements and the kind and amount, expressed as a low, medium 

or high percentage, are indicated. As well as the denominative data base there is a cognitive one 

which constitutes a kind of flexible input, where it is possible to insert elements which are not 

decided previously, but deduced during inspection.  

The second relief is perceptive; a survey is carried out of the smell, sound, taste, touch and 

visual sensations, and of the global perception, focusing on the localization, type, amount (present 

in low, medium, high percentage) and quality (non-influential, pleasant, annoying). The survey of 

the amount and quality of the data, the three options regarding, respectively, the percentage of 

presence and the feelings induced, are intended to summarise the processing of data that can 

however be extended during collection.  



The next survey is graphical: it consists in sketching the places; the sketches will represent 

the area in question according to a visual-perceptive standpoint and will be supported by 

annotations where necessary. This operation constitutes a preliminary study for the construction 

of the graphical symbols for the complex map. Photographic and video surveys of the whole study 

area are carried out, taking care to record facts rather than an interpretation of the places. The 

product of the five reliefs is a map visualizing the results obtained from the different surveys.  

The third phase involves the analysis of traditional cartography of the selected sites in the 

city. The types of maps used in this phase derive from different disciplines and depend on the 

nature of the place; the study is carried out at the urban scale, in order to identify the characteristic 

elements and their relationships with that particular area, and at the areal scale, in order to identify 

the relationships between the site and the whole city. The result of this phase is a map identifying 

the components required for the site description that can be found only through a traditional 

planimetric reading.  

The fourth phase is that of the questionnaire administered to visitors to the area in order 

to gain an idea of the place as perceived by those who are not involved in the study and are not 

specialists in related fields, but only perceive the site as users, at various levels: the inhabitant, the 

passer-by, the tourist. The questionnaire consists of questions asked on the basis of images of the 

area or an inspection visit with the interviewee. The information deduced from the questionnaire 

is transferred onto a map that, like the previous ones, will constitute the basis for the construction 

of the complex map.  

The fifth phase is that of assembling the collected information. In this phase, we test the 

maps produced, the congruence of the various collected data, and choose the useful elements to 

construct the final map. The recorded data represent the basis for the construction of the graphical 

system of symbols to represent the elements of the urban landscape and the elaboration of the 

complex map of analysis. 

We then have three design phases. The sixth phase is devoted to surveying identity 

resources in the study area. During this phase, the complex map of analysis drawn up with the 

PlaceMaker method is used as a basis to detect the resources available for the project.  

The sixth phase is realized through three measures. The first is the identification of the 

identity potential, namely of the elements of the complex map which characterize the area in 

question in order to recognize those which may assume a focal role in the project.  



In this respect, both the comprehensive presence of a specific type of element (e.g. how 

many points of visual perceptions are present) and the quantity is measured for each of them (e.g. 

such an element is assigned a certain size of symbol depending on its visual importance: namely 

medium size=presence of a given element in a medium percentage). Then there is the second action 

where the identity problems are highlighted. The activities are devoted to observing places in the 

complex map with the presence of unsustainable elements and annoying points of perception. With 

the aim of identifying these places the relationship among the different elements in the map need 

to be observed. An element may be sustainable in itself, for example a shop which sells typical 

products; but the presence of several of them may create a site with a concentration of businesses 

which is unsustainable with respect to place identity. 

The goal is to understand the impact of people, things and activities and relative issues. The 

third action is the survey of identity qualities. The actions to be performed here involve noting 

places within the complex map of analysis with the presence of sustainable elements and points of 

pleasant perception. The elements which contribute to defining that sustainable place or 

perception will need to be analyzed. In this case the aim is again to detect the impact of people, 

things and activities and relative relationships, which are sustainable for identity of places. The 

product is a synthesis derived from interpreting the complex map of analysis where the identity 

resources available for the project are represented: a sort of map of intents, the first step for the 

construction of the complex map for the identity project in question.  

The seventh phase is the survey of the identity resources by users of places, locals, passers-

by and tourists. A questionnaire designed to elicit information emerged from the previous phase 

will be administered. The questions aim to ascertain whether the data observed until now are 

consistent with aspirations, desires and thoughts of the users of the area in question and to collect 

further suggestions and proposals. The product of this phase is the fourth partial map which will 

represent the identity resources from the perspective of users of places and/or privileged actors. 

The eighth and last phase consists in the overlay of data collected during the previous four phases 

and identification of the project proposals. In this phase we identify the places around which the 

project hypothesis to be conducted to enhance the identity resources are focused and the relative 

interventions. The products of this phase are a suitable system of symbols which represent the 

project activities and the construction of the complex map for the identity project. This map is the 

last step in the planning process, where the information contained in the complex map of analysis, 



after being filtered and transformed into resources, gives rise to proposals for the construction and 

enhancement of a sustainable place identity. 

The case study of Leonessa is one of those in progress for the Sismi project, one of those 

where the earthquake hit the individual buildings more than the urban system, which remained 

practically intact. 

In the anticipatory analysis a little inhabited area was imagined, although in a fairly good 

condition. Also a center with few tourists was imagined, but well connected with nearby towns 

including Rieti. 

The perceptive survey phase was focused on the historic center and in particular on Corso 

San Giovanni da Leonessa, Via Mastrozzi, Via San Francesco D'Assisi, Via Durante Dorio, Via Brunoni 

Bucarini, Via della Ripa and on the main square, Piazza VII April. For reason of synthesis we do not 

report the data of the individual nominal, perceptive, graphic, photographic and video surveys, but 

the final result of them. Corso San Giovanni da Leonessa, Via Mastrozzi, Via San Francesco d'Assisi 

are the main axes of Leonessa and appear slightly dissimilar to each other. The perceptions that 

mostly emerge are the transient visual ones, due to the scaffolding of the buildings being recovered 

- consisting mainly of churches - and the pleasing permanent visual ones, due to the churches, the 

fountains, the historical Doors and the view of the mountain landscape that can be observed in 

perspective from the main axes. 

Further perceptions are the acoustic ones, related to recovery works and people's voices 

on the streets and to a few passing machines, and the taste ones, due to some typical products of 

Leonessa, including honey, confectionery and bakery products sold in stores. Finally, the tactile 

perception - pleasant - mainly consists of the historic, pavement. The general atmosphere is of a 

serene place. 

The traditional analysis has revealed the presence of a compact medieval urban system 

with three main axes - namely Corso San Giovanni da Leonessa, Via Mastrozzi, Via San Francesco 

D'Assisi which directly connect the entrance to the historical center (through the Porta Spoletina) 

to Piazza VII April - and three secondary axes, namely Via Brunoni Bucarini and Via della Ripa which 

also end at Piazza VII Aprile, and Via Durante Dorio. The main and secondary axes develop 

longitudinally along the whole urban structure, characterizing its conformation. The streets that 

are read in the planimetry constitute points of connection between the axes or connection to the 

Churches and buildings. Piazza VII Aprile, the main square of Leonessa is non-regular and, ends with 

the Church of San Pietro. Other squares, with non-regular form, consist of Piazza Costantino 



Palmieri and Piazza IV Novembre. The major historical buildings are churches. Among them: the 

Church of San Francesco, the Church of San Giuseppe da Leonessa, the Church of San Pietro, the 

Church of San Carlo, the Church of San Nicola, the Church of San Giovanni, the Clarisse convent, the 

Church of San Salvatore, the Church of Santa Maria del Popolo, the Church of San Matteo. Other 

important monuments are the two Doors, namely Spoletina and Aquilana. The Terminillo Mountain 

in visual perspective constitutes a strong element of the cultural landscape of Leonessa. 

The questionnaire was administered to forty people, users of the places, especially Italian 

visitors. The age of the people interviewed varies from thirty to sixty years. The questions that have 

been asked include: 

0.  Age and nationality 

1. What is your idea of Leonessa today? 

2. What is the most representative or symbolic place in Leonessa? 

3. What is the most representative or symbolic monument in Leonessa? 

4. What place or monument in Leonessa arouses a particular emotion in you? 

5. What part of Leonessa do you prefer? 

6. If you could change something in Leonessa, what would you change and how? 

What emerges in particular by the questionnaire is that the Piazza VII Aprile with the 

Cathedral of San Pietro, and the Church of San Francesco are the most representative places of 

Leonessa. The 30% of the interviewed knew or had news about the Velvet Horserace (in Italian, 

Palio del Velluto). The emotion that evokes these places concerns the excursions or sports activities 

carried out in the mountains or small holidays, while the favorite part was for the 35% the natural 

part, for the 40% the historical-architectural parts, for the 25% those linked to food and typical 

products. 

The last question had several answers: the 50% replied that all was fine, except for the 

scaffolding on the buildings; the 40% would have included more seating and leisure facilities, the 

10% mentioned the possibility of Leonessa's best connections to nearby areas. 

The last phase of analysis concerned the identification of the elements that constitute the 

identity of the places. The identity that results from this place is given by a balanced mix of history 

and nature that, despite the destruction caused by the earthquake, has not lost its charm. The 

historical places that constitute the representative places of Leonessa are the numerous Churches, 

currently being restored for earthquake damage. The main square, Piazza VII Aprile is a place that 

due to its breadth and shape can be considered both a place of traditional socialization, and a place 



of multiple value. The presence of the mountain is at the same time a visual perception and a 

natural element of great impact for this place. The visual (the churches and the mountains) and 

acoustics perceptions (restoration work, cars and people in the streets) are the most present. With 

regard to the project phases, these are currently being completed. Some considerations on the 

design ideas are indicated in the conclusions. 

 

Conclusion 

The paper illustrated the first result of the task 1.5 “Italian and international best practices 

and placemaking” (with the author’s co-responsibility), within the WP1 “Study and analysis of the 

historical-cultural, urban and socio-economic context” concerning the SISMI project, Center of 

Excellence of the Technological District for cultural heritage in the Lazio region. In particular, the 

paper illustrated the first results of the case study of Leonessa, which was interested by the Lazio 

2016 earthquake. The general approach of the task 1.5 is devoted to identify methods for 

reconstruction, which take in account social inclusion, participation, safety, place identity and 

sustainability.  

The method of analysis and design that was used is the original PlaceMaker method. This 

is a method of urban analysis and design, which both detects elements that do not feature in 

traditional mapping and which constitute the contemporary identity of the places, and identifies 

appropriate project interventions. The method has a holistic approach. The idea is that a 

reconstruction of a place has to follow the same characteristics of a typical construction because a 

public space should in any case consider the preservation of place identity as a priority. A synthesis 

of the first results of the Leonessa (Rieti, Lazio Region) case study was presented, after a description 

of emblematic Italian post-seismic reconstructions, carried out by the author in the frameowork of 

Amra Center of competence. 

The identity that results from this place is given by a balanced mix of history and nature 

that, despite the devastations caused by the earthquake, has not lost its beauty. The historical 

places that constitute the representative places of Leonessa include the numerous Churches, 

currently in corse of restoration for the earthquake damage. The main square, Piazza VII Aprile is a 

place that due to its breadth and shape can be considered both a place of traditional socialization, 

and a place of multiple value. The presence of the mountain is at the same time a visual perception 

and a natural element of great impact for this place. The elements of traditional memory which are 

present are many. One of the most recognized is the Velvet Horserace, which take place during the 



last week of June. This is a historical commemoration of festival that, for eight days, took place five 

centuries ago for the Fair of St. Peter.  

By the analysis, some first idea of design arisen. These will be part of the second 

questionnaiare, that of design, important phase of participation of the method which has been used 

for the case of Leonessa. The main idea is to create three paths related to three main urban 

landscapes: the Religious path, the Art and craft path and the Sport path. These paths concern the 

main peculiarities of Leonessa. The particularity of these project interventions stands in the fact 

that the beginning of the paths starts and ends in other parts of the territory and has only the center 

in Leonessa. This because Leonessa, although rich of heritage, has currently not well connected 

with other centres which surroundit it. Connecting Leonessa to the sport close activities related to 

the mountain (such as bike, mountain bike, ski, walking and so on) or to the Religiuos Sanctuary 

related to the life of San Francesco D’Assisi, or, still, to the other surrounding art and craft typical 

products could enhance its own cultural heritage. These paths should be inserted in a wider 

presence of public spaces – safe and inclusive - to welcome both visitors and locals.  The localization, 

still in progress, will be identified according with both the natural and built environment of the 

place. 
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